
an unexpected arrival

Finally, three years after the
original drawings for Décennie
comes JY Décennie Titling Italic.
The original JY Décennie Roman was
released as a surprise addition to the
original family at the beginning of 1998. It
was not released with an Italic complement
because designer Jack Yan was then unsure
what direction the style would take.

Fast forward to 2000. Yan is asked to
trial Fontographer 4·1 for Windows for
Desktop magazine. What better way to
give the program a full shake-down than
by {nishing the family over a weekend?

It wasn’t going to be easy. Décennie
Titling Italic did not exist as drawings, so
Yan made the decision to base the design
on the original text italic. Modi{cations
were made completely in Macromedia
Fontographer 4·1 for Windows, a pro-
gram new to Yan who had predomi-
nantly worked with 3·5 and 4·1 for
Macintosh.

The {rst order of business were the
capitals. Italic capitals, for Yan, form the
dullest part of any job but because of
their intended similarity to the original
Décennie, Day 1 was spent editing A
through M. With the stems and serifs
sorted, work proceeded quickly on Day 2.
The rest of the caps were {nished and
the lowercase approached.

As with Décennie Titling Roman, the
lowercase would be modi{ed greatly. The

original family was created for news-
paper usage, and Yan accommodated for
this by designing ink traps and a greater
x-height, unnecessary in a headline
design.

He approached the letters in order.
There were signi{cant changes to the
terminals and lead serifs, not to mention
the contrast of each glyph. The \, g, p, q
and z were changed most—although one
should not underestimate the e\ort
required in taking a text face to a display
size. Contrast and proportions change, so
no glyph could be left untouched.

An alternative k was also produced
and can be found inside the extended
TrueType font. Other glyphs that were
changed drastically with less reliance on
the original included ?, & and £.

Without the bene{t of drawings,
adjustments in weight had to be done on-
screen. Fontographer 4·1 was well suited
to on-screen editing, with the precision
and screen display in Windows 98
superior to that of the same program for
Macintosh running System 8·6, accord-
ing to the designer. This was important
for the larger sizes at which Décennie
Titling Italic would be used, where
blemishes could not be hidden.

The numerals were next. Some
numbers had to be drawn on-screen (0,
1, 2). All numerals are lining and were
automatically spaced by Fontographer.
Kerning pairs were made quickly but Yan
decided against leaving that to Fonto-
grapher.

On Day 3, the rest of the characters
(including currency symbols and com-
posites) were done, {nishing at 6 p.m. A
nearly full complement of Turkish and
eastern European glyphs was included
for the newer versions of TrueType.
Because Yan could not generate the
Windows PostScript Type 1 version with
the same family name as the original JY
Décennie Titling (amongst other limita-
tions, including encoding di\erences are
highlighted in the Desktop article), this
version had to be {nished in Fonto-
grapher 3·5.

The result is a classical serif italic with
clear roots to the original but a style of its
own. It is {ner, softer, rounder and a
perfect complement to the roman.

Jy&a Fonts expects jy Décennie
Titling Italic to be available from the
second quarter of 2000. Windows
versions should be available for down-
loading from February 2000 at
Makambo.com. The price will be us$39

and a new jy Décennie 3 package
featuring Titling Italic will also be
launched with no price increase.
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Above Décennie Italic (top) compared with Décennie Titling Italic. The newer
typeface is {ner, while the numerals have a di\erent design.

Above The most greatly changed characters. The fussiness of the original has
been dropped in favour of a more classical look.

Above The relationship between
Italic and Titling Italic is the same as
that between Roman and Titling
Roman. Left The di\erences can be
most clearly seen here. Titling Italic
in black, Italic in grey. The
“edginess” of the original, where
curves and straights met in
unconventional, unexpected places,
has been replaced by soft curves.

In 1997, JY&A Fonts launched
Décennie to commemorate its 10th
anniversary. Last year, it released

Décennie Express, the sans serif
subfamily.
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In 2000, from JY&A,


